POLTCE CIRCULAR ORDER NO. 334

Sub:- Logo of Biju Patnaik State Police Academy.

The Logo of Biju Patnaik State Police Academy shall comprise of a pair of crossed pair of olive branches with State Emblem on the top and a star shaped maze within. The crisscross lines of the maze signify the unorganized thought processes of a newly recruited trainee who with the skill and training transforms the “thoughts” to “knowledge” and ultimately develops a “vision” for the organization. The Academy strives to inculcate such values, skills and professionalism to each trainee as is required to develop a clear and meaningful vision.

The words “THOUGHT”, “KNOWLEDGE” and “VISION” shall be inscribed below the crossed pair of olive branches while the name of the Academy shall be written at the base of the logo within a closed arch.

D.G. & I.G. of Police,
Orissa, Cuttack.
Memo No. _1826_/BPSPA

Copy forwarded to All Heads of Police Establishments, Orissa, for information and necessary action.

Director, BPSPA-cum-IGP., Trg., Orissa, Bhubaneswar.

Memo No. _1827_/BPSPA

Copy forwarded to the Director, Vigilance-cum-D.G. & I.G. of Police, Orissa, Cuttack for favour of information.

Director, BPSPA-cum-IGP., Trg., Orissa, Bhubaneswar.

Memo No. _1838_/BPSPA

Copy forwarded to the Commandant General, Home Guards & D.G. & I.G. of Police, Fire Services, Orissa, Cuttack for favour of information.

Director, BPSPA-cum-IGP., Trg., Orissa, Bhubaneswar.

Memo No. _1839_/BPSPA

Copy forwarded to the Addl.D.G. of Police, Prisons & Director, Correctional Services, Orissa, Bhubaneswar for favour of information.

Director, BPSPA-cum-IGP., Trg., Orissa, Bhubaneswar.

Memo No. _1840_/BPSPA

Copy forwarded to the Principal Secretary to Govt., Home Department, Govt. of Orissa, Bhubaneswar for favour of information.

Director, BPSPA-cum-IGP., Trg., Orissa, Bhubaneswar.